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men ts of his principle which had been madt: by the authors. -
Mr. Appleyard then read a paper on a fault-test for braided and 
other cable-core. This method enables the fault to be found 
without the removal of braiding or tape. The core is wound 
on two insulated drums or tanks, the intermediate piece of cable 
being about ten feet long. One end of the core is left free, the 
other is connected to earth through a galvanometer and a 
battery. A guard wire is connected from some point between 
the galvanometer and the battery to some point of the braiding 
on the wire between the dcums. A wet cloth, connected to an 
earth wire, is laid on one or other of the drums, over the 
braiding. The galvanometer deflection is noted. The earth
wire is then changed over to the second drnm, an<l the corre
sponding deflection is observed. A comparison of these 
deflections at once indicates upon which drum the fault lies. 
With the galvanometer still dellcctcd, the core may be run 
through a suitable contact brush vr sponge attached to the guard 
wire. The instant the fault passes under the guard wire contact, 
the deflection falls and the fault is located. The paper gives 
the theory of the method, and in,licatcs how to apply it (1) to 
localising ''distributed'' faults; (2) to several faults in a single 
cable ; and (3) to the case of a single fault. One advantage of 
the method is that al the critical moment, when the fault 
pass,·s under the guard wire, the galvanometer is short 
circuited through the fault, and thus completely protected. -

acquainted wi1h the neeJ ., of the agricultural classes and the 
-c,mditions of country life, and that the inspectors should be 
instructed to see that the curricula of rural schools are differ
entiak,1 from thos~· of urban schools. It was also recommended 
that . in rural elementary schools there should be a continuous 
course of rural instruction, beginning in the lower standards with 
object lessons and continued in the upper standards with lessons 
in natural history and elementary science bearing on agriculture 
and rural life. \Vith regard to training, it was suggested that 
provision should he made at cerrain of the teachers' training 
colleges for giving practic,.J as well as theoretical instruction in 
agriculture and horticultur<' to thos.: student; who desired it. 
\Vith regard to higher agricultural instruction and evening con
<inuation schools it was recommended 1hat the Boarcl of Educa
tion should encourage those county authorities which have not 
y1!t dune . .;o tu prnvlde or 10 contribute to school and cxperi
melltal farm ., and shc>uld inspect and report annually on such ' 
farm.,; :hat in rural evening sch,>ols instruction should be given 
in such subjects as natural history, botany, and other sciences 
hearing on agriculture, horticulture, hce an,1 poultry keeping, 
land 11,easuring, farm accounts, and so on, rather than in such 
subjects as typewriting, commercial arithmetic, an<l shorthand. 
The Duke of J>cvon,hire expres,ed himself in sympathy with 
the ,k,ire of 1he Committee to gi,·e a more useful and practical 
charac'.er t<> elementary education in rural districts, and men
tioned certain steps which the Education l>cpartment has taken 
in fur!her:rnce uf this object. Full c,msideration was promised 
1u th~ various suggestions put forward hy the Agricultural 
E<luc,1ti1Jn Committee. The subject is dealt with in an article 
on p. _l32 . 

1 
A paper on reflection all(! transmission of electric waves along 
wires, by Dr. E. Barton and t-1 r. L. Lownds, was read by Dr. 
Buton. The waves used were produced by means of an in
duction coil and an oscillator, and travelled along wires ·15 cm. 
diameter, 8 ems. apart, and 166 metres long. The ends of the 
wires were connected 1,y graphite markings on ground glass, so 
that any wave trains which reached the ends were at once 
absorbed. Three circular parallel-plate con,Icnsers wen: used, 
of 15, 9 and 5 ems. radius respectively. The plates were in all 
cases separated by air, and were placed I cm. apart. The 
needle of the electrometer connecting the wires was uncharged, 
so that it was always attracted by the charged plates. The 
positions of the condenser and elcctromctcr could be varied so 
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Physical Society, January 26.-l'rof. Lodge, F. R.S., 
President, in the chair.---A paper by l'rof. Ayrton an<! :llr. 
\lather, ,,n rnrne developments in the use of Price's guard wire 
in insulator tests, was read hy Prof. Ayrton. For insulation 
tests made by the ,lirect dcflcction method the guard wire pro
perly applied affords complete protection against surface leakage 
when the ends of the cable tested are near the galvanometer, so 
that it is possible to have the wire connecting the conductor of 
the cable with the galvanometer terminal '' air insulated." A 
ditliculty, however, arises when the ends of the cable arc at a 
considerable distance from the testing instrument; this may 
render air insulation impossible. The authors ha,·e overcome 
this ,lifliculty l,y applying a guard wire along the entire length 
of the lea,!. This is don<.: by using a concentric wire to connect 
the cahk and galvanometer, the inner of the concentric being 
usecl as the lead and the outer as the guard wire. The principle 
can also he applied to determine whether a defective piece of 
cable is ha,I throughout or bad owing to one or more isolated 
faults. Ir. this case the cable i; place,! in two water tanks, one 
of "hich is earthed, and the other fairly well insulated. lly a 
snit able arrangement of the guard wire it is then easy to deter
mine the resistance of the wire in the earthed tank, so that by 
altering the length of this wire the character of the insulation 
can lie determined throughout the whule length of the cable. In 
referring to some of the earliest experin,ents with the guard 
wire ma<le hy \Ir. ,\ppleyard in 1895, l'rof. Ayrton pointed out 
that the principle had not been applied completely, and 
that a l one point there was a chance of leakage. !\Ir. Campbell 
said th,ll the necessity of having a concentric could be obviated 
hy simply hanging the lead from the guanl wire by short 
lengths of material of fair insulation. Mr. Appleyard said 
that he quite agreed with Prof. Ayrton that the guard wire 
oui:ht in general to be applied al hoth ends of all leads, pro
viden that both ends could be gol at. The reason it was 
used at one end only in the experiments on dielectrics 
ma,le in 1895 was that the far end of the lead was carried into 
the condenser box, which was submerged in water in the 
temperature tank. Special precautions were taken to ensure 
good insulation of the submerged end of the lead, and tests 
showed that the leakage there was nil. As the end of the wire 
could not be gol at, no guard wire coul<l Le applied. :\fr. 
Appleyard congratulated the authors upon the use of a con
centric cahle for a lead, and pointed out that such a lead was 
sufficient for all the routine tests on core; the inner and outer 
conductors could Le used for the purpose of taking the ''copper" 
rcsis:ancc. '.\Ir. Price expressed his interest in the develop-
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, as to study either the reflected or the transmitted waves. Th~ 
' electromcter produced a negligible disturbance, as it reflected 
1 only 0·04 per cent. of the energy incident up<>n it. The authors 
. have attacked the problem mathematically, using the relations 
! of Heaviside, and have obtained expressions for the reflected 

and transmitted systems. These expressions consist of two 
terms, one of which is comparatively unimportant. From the 
olher term certain values have been calculated . A superior 
limit has then been gi,·en to the other term, and the values 

! already obtained have been subjected to a correction on this 
account. By a suitable arrangement of the condenser and 
elcctrometer these calculated values have been experimentally 
determined, and are in close agreement with the theoretical 
numbers, falling in many cases bet ween the results deri,·ecl 
from the appr.oximate and the corrected theories. The author
have also investigated the stationary wave system produced 
by interference when the elcctromcter is placed close to the 
c.ondenser, and 1,,etween the condenser and the oscillator. The 
chairman sail) .that the experiments afforded a satisfactory 
verification of Heaviside's theory.--A paper on the frequency 
of transverse vibrations of a stretched india-ruhber cord, by 

j Mr. T. J. Baker, was taken as read. In this paper Mr. Baker 
. has investigated the frequency of the note given out by an 
1 india-rubber cord of s<1uare section when subjected to different 
I tensions. The relation het ween length and tension is linear 
! over a consiclerable range. The curve connecting length with 

frec1uency shows_ that wh_ile the cord was doubling it~ length 
the pitch was nslng rapidly, hut that further extens10n was 
practically without effect. Since the relation between length 
ancl tension is linear, while the sectional area is decreasing, it 
follows that the value of Young's modulus must be changing. 
The author has showr;i that the value of Young's modulus is 
proportional to the square of the stretched length of the cord. 
Using this fact, the frequency of the note given.out by a stretch_ed 
india-rubbcr cord is shown to be proportwnal to a quantity 
which varies very slightly with increase in length of the cord, 
and hence the variation in elasticity is given a, the cause of the 
constancy of the ·note. --Mr. Appleyard exhibited so'"?e ~irrors 
produced inside incandescent lamps by the application of 
voltages much above those for which the lamps were designed, 
and the consequent deflagration of the filaments.-The meeting 
then adjourned until February 9. 
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Chemical Society, January 18.-Prof. Thorpe, Presi<lent, 
in the chair.-Thc following papers were read :-~ote on 
nitrogen halogen compoun<ls, by J. Stieglitz an<l E. E. Slosson. 
-On the electrolysis of the nitrogen hydrides and of hydroxyl
amine, by E. C. Szarvasy. The author has made series of 
experiments on the electrolysis of solutions of ammonia, hydr
azine, azoimide, hydroxylamine, and of their salts; attempts to 
prepare polymeric nitroger. by electrolysing solutions of azo
imide and its salts at high current densities at'e still in progress.
On the relationship bet ween the constitution of some substances 
ancl the fluorescence which they exhibit, by J. T. Hewitt.
Action of fuming nitric acid on a ·dibromocamphor, by A. Lap
worth and E. M. Chapman. The oxidation of a-dibromo
camphor yields camphoronic and homocamphoronic acids, 
nitrobromocamphor, dibromocampholidicl, a suhstance of the 
composition C10 H 16N~O6 and a laetone which yields a crystalline 
acid, C10H 160 , on hydrolysis with potash. -Note on Vol
hard's method tor the ass.-iy of silver bullion, by T. K. Rose. 
The precautions to he observed in using. Volhard's method are 
descrihed, and the limit of accuracy is put at 0·1 per 1000.
c-Substituted hydroxytriazoles, by G. Young and E. Witham. 
The authors have prepared a number of hydroxytriazoles, using 
the reactions represented by the following equations :-

/ N. :--; II, 
CHR : N.NH.CO.NH2 +O ~, CR r , c.oJI o. JI,O 

"' .. x~ 
and 

R CHO N 'I co- N· .... co ''JI -Cl' / NH.x \,c Oil . ·I·• • t· . . ., . . ., 2 - ' '\_ :-; _/ • 

+XH3 +CO2• 

-)fote on the use of a mixture of · dry silver oxide and alkyl 
halides as an alkylating agent, by G. D. Land~r. Alkylic 
derivatives of wenthol, benzoin, betl7.amide and ethylic aceto
acetate are obtained by the action of dry silver oxide and alkyl 
iodides. 

Entomological Society, January 17.-Annual meeting.
Mr. G. JI. Verrall, President, in the chair.-It was announced 
that the following had been elected as officers and council for 
1900-1901: President, :\Ir. (j, IL Verrall; treasurer, :\Ir. R. 
l\lcLachlan, F. R.S. ; secretary, Mr. C. J. Gahan; librarian, 
.Mr. G. C. Cha!llpion ; and as other members of the council : 
Mr. C. (j. Barrett, Dr. T. A. Chapman, Messrs. W. L. Distant, 
H. St. J. K. Donisthorpe, F . D. Godman, D.C.L., F.RS., 
A. II. Jones, R. W. Lloyd, the Hon. Walter Rothschild, and 
Messrs. E. Saunders and C. 0. Waterhouse. The election to 
fill a vacancy on the council and one in the office of secretary, 
caused by the resignation of :\Ir. J. J. Walker, R.l\., was ad
journed to March 7.-The President delivered an address in 
which he reviewed the advantages and <lisadvantages under 
which entomologists and other men of science now labour as 
compared with the conditions existing at the beginning of the 
century. He called attention to certain abuses prevalent, 
instancing, among others, the .hasty and ill-digested nature of 
much of the work now published, the result, as he believed, of 
the facilities that arc given for publication. !laving referred 
al so to the va,t increase in the number and variety of the 
publications which a student must consult in order to be fully 
ac4uainted with the work being done in his special branch of 
study, )Ir. Verrall proceedccl to suggest that there should be 
an international agreement for the purpose not only of restricting 
the number of the publications to be recognise<l, hut of exer
cising some control over their contents, in orcler that worthless 
papers might be exclmlccl. In conclusion, he brietly summarised 
the reforms which he considered most essential to bt· effectecl at 
the beginning of the new century. 

Zoological Society, January 23 .-Dr. Albert Giinther, 
F.R.S., Vice-President, in the chair.-Mr. Sclater exhibited a 
photograph of a young example of the Rocky Mountain goat 
(Haploaros montanus). It was st .. ted that the animal had been 
captured near Field, British Columbia, in June last, and had 
lived. ii, captivity ever since. Mr. Sclater also exhibited a col
lection of birds formed by '.\Ir. Alfre<l Sharpe, C. ll., <luring an 
excursion to Fort Jameson in Xorthern Rhodesia. The col
lection consisted of I 35 specimens, which had been referred to 
66 species.-Mr. A. Smith \Vooclwar<l gave an account of a 
series of remains of Gryputlurium and associated mammals 
from a cavern near L-.st Hope Inlet, Patagonia, exhibited by 

.Dr. F. P. :\loreno. The specimens had heen collected for the 
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La Plata :\foseum hy Dr. R. Hauthal, and had already been 
clescrihed in a memoir by Drs. !Tauthal , Samiag" l{oth, aricl 
Lehmann -Nitsche. :Vlr. \Voo<lward recorded some additional 
observations. lie confirmed the reference of the so called 
Neomylodon to Crypotherium, and agreed with the previous 
authors that the fragments of bones and skin ha<l been left in 
their present state by man. The associated mammalian remains 
were in the same condition of preservation, and were referable 
to Arctotlurium, a large species of Fdis, Onohippzdium, and a 
large rodent, all of the extinct Pampean fauna. Remains uf 
existing mammals were also found in the same cave, but appa· 
rently in another stratum.-l'rof. E. B. Poulton, F. R.S., cont· 
municated a report, drawn up by various specialists, on th~ 
Insects and Arachnids collected in 1895 and 1897 by Mr. C. V. A. 
Peel in Somaliland. It con1aine<l annotated lists of the speci 
mens contained in the collection ancl descriptions of several new 
species.-Mr. W. E. de Winton reacl a paper on an interesting 
collection of mammals macle by Lord Lovat in Southern 
Abyssinia while accompanying :\Ir. Wcl<l -Blun<lell's expedition 
from nerbcra to Khartoum in the beginning of la,;t year. 
Several of the antelope~ were ,.f particular interest : the 
"lleira" (Dor,otra.[;US me_1;alotis), hitherto only known from a 
few isolated hills in Somalilancl, was found to be very plentiful 
on the banks of the Blue Nile above Roseires. 

PARIS. 

Academy of Sciences, January 22. - :\I. ;\Iaurice Levy in 
the chair.-M. Grandidier announced to the Academy the loss 
it had sustained by the Jeath of M. Alexis de Tillo, corrc
spondant for the section of gcography and navigation.-l'rc
sentation of the first publications of the Observatories of l'ots<lam 
and Paris relating to the photographic chart of the sky, by :\I. 
L,cwy. Two sets of negati,·es have been taken, one with a 
long exposure, sufiicient lo take in stars of the 14th magnitude ; 
the other with shorter exposure, so as to exclucle stars of a 
higher magnitude than the I Ith.-;\!. Zeuthen was elected a 
correspon<lant for the section of geometry in the place of the 
late 1\L Sophus Lie; and M. Peron, a correspondant for the 
section of mineralogy, in the place of the late i\l. Matheron.
Note on the works of Lavoisier, by ~r. <le Vincenzi. A repro
duction of a letter of Lavoisier, not previously published, datecl 
January 6, 179.1, to ;\fr. Robert Kerr, the English translator 
of his T,·aiti': f:l!mmtaire de Chimie.-Observations on the 
subject of the preceding note, by III. Berthelot. !\ o 
trace can be found in the archives of the Academy 
of the new and enlarged edition of the Trait.! l/e,r1entaire referred 
to by Lavoisier in the above letter as heing in preparation.
On isothermal surfaces, by 11[. C. Guichard.-On the degree 
of generality of any <lifferential system whatever, by )I. 
Ri4uier.-On the measurement of capacity in a heterogeneous 
medium , by lit . A. A. Petrovsky. An analysis of the method 
suggested by Borgmann and Petrovsky, in which alternating 
currents are used. It is shown that a complete compensation can 
only be obtained in the cases where the co111pcnsatecl system is 
either a conductor or an insulator. In general, the magnitude of 
the capacity as measured will be a function of the number of 
oscillations of the alternating current. - On the lic1uefaction of 
gaseous mixtures, by M. F. Caubct. A pressure-temperature 
diagram is given showing the results of experiments on ten 
mixtures of carbon <lioxide an<l methyl chloride. The 
results complctt: those alreacly published hy Prof. Kuenen. 
-On a phenomenon arising from the use of triphase 
currents in radiography, by llf. Dekzinier. The 
author shows that by the use of the method suggested 
hy him in a previous paper, using triphase cum,nts, the 
Crookc:s' tubes will work cc1ually well when the anode of the 
tube is connected to either pole of the in<luction coil. The 
destructive effects upon the bulbs of a changing over of polarity, 
which occur with direct currents, are avoided if triphase currents 
are employed.-Transformation of the photographic image of 
a negative into a lamellar state, and colour phenomena dcrivecl 
from this, by ;\L A. Frillat. A negative is carefully cleaned 
and dried and then expose,\ to the vapours of nitric acid, which 
dissolves the precipitated silver, and causes the disappearance of 
the image. The plate is now placed in an atmosphere of moist 
sulphuretted hydrogen, when the silver is reprecipitatcd .in a 
lamellar condition, and the image which reappears is wvidly 
coloured. There is, however, no relation between the true 
colours of the objects and the colours so produced, althoui:h 
by varying the time of exposure to the sulphuretted 
hydrogen some control is obtainable over the colours.-On 
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MVN/JA V, Ft-:Uf<l:ARY 5. 
SoCIETV OF ARTS, 'at 8.-The Natmc and Yield of Metalliferous De

posits : Bennett H. Brough. 
RovAL GEOGH:Al'HICAL Soc1ETV, at 8.30 -A Fragment of the Geo· 

graphy of England: South-West Sussex: Dr. H. R. :\!id. 
SoctETV 01-· C11KMICAL 1:-.:DUSTRY, at 8.-On Rtce-nt Objecrions urged 

against the Adoption of the :\lctric System; Dr. \V-. S. Squire.-Oil of 
Carthamus Tinctorius (Sallower Oil): H. R. Le Sueur. 

TUESDAY, FEHlHlARV 6. 
RovAL I M-.TITUTI0N, at 1· -Structurt: and Classification of Fishes: Prof. 

the metallic borates, by M. L. 0 1vrarcl. Since the only 
,lefinite borate of the composition 13(0R)~ is the magnesium 
borate of Ebelmann, attempts werl! made to prepare other 
borates of a similar constitution. Cadmium borate, ·cd3(B03 )2, 

can be prepared in a pure state by heating together in a platinum 
crucible potassium ancl hydrogen fluoride, KllF2, with boric 
anhydride, '.lnd then adding cadmium oxicle.-On a new method 
for determining aluminium, by \1. Alfred Stock. The method 
proposed depends upon the setting free of iodine and precipita
tion of alumina from its salts by a mixture of potassium ioclidc 
and ioclate. The reaction is not complete unless some sodium 
thiosuli,hate is aclded, and the solution heate,I. The aluminium 
hydrate thus thrown out is in a much denser form than when 
precipitated by ammonia, and is easily washed and <lriecl.----On 
the fauna af the Auvergne, by \fM. C. llruyant an<l A. Eusehi,,. 
-On the seminal tci.:uments of some species of the genu, /111-
patims, by \1. Camille 13runotte.-On the geology ot S<>uthcrn 
China, hy \f. Leclerc. The geological exp,·clition to Southern 
China occupied from December 1897 to July 1899. and resulted in 
filling up the gap in the geology of the country between Indo
China and Central Asia. -On some fossil phrnts of Southern 
C'hina, by 111. R. Zeillcr. A stucly 1)f the carboniferous fossils 
collected by M. Leclere in the expedition mentioned in the pre
vious papcr.-On the structure of the southern portion of the 
zone of the Brian~onnais, by \I. W. Kilian. On a new 
\liocene rodent, by M. Cl. Goillarcl. The new rodent, which 
was found in the llliocene strata of (~rive-Saint-Alban, on 
-account of its peculiar dentition cannot be regarded as hclong
•ng to any known genus. The molars ha Ye some resemblance 
to those Hnzrhyu.-0111ys Hetsil,:01u11sis, now existing in '.\lada
gascar, and recall also the dentition of the living species 
Tachyoryctes a1111ecte11s and Rhiwmys vts!it11s. The n'llme 
proposed for the fossil is A110111a!o1111·s (,"a11d1J'i. -On a crystal
lised fibrin, by \I. L. Maillard. AI, hough admitting the accu
racy of the observations of '.\I. Dzerzgowski as to the existence 
of crystals of calcium pa Imitate in the deposit from sterile serum, 
the author still is of opinion that thl!rc is also a quasi-crystalline 
albuminoid material present.--The increase of yeasts. without 
fermentation, in the presence of a limited quantity of air, by M. 
A. Rosenstiehl. In the experiments described, the reproduction 
of the yeast without fermentation would appear to he caused by 
the presence of tannin. or of some similar substance capable of 
heing coagulated hy gelatine. -On the nature of the propaga
tion uf a nervous ·influx, by \1. (;. Weiss. The experim~nts 
macle by the author upon the effect of temperature upon the 
velccity of a nerve impulse are not in agreement with those of 
Helmholtz. since the velocity would appear to be inclepenclent 
of the temperature, and hence is not so intimately related to a 
chemical change as is muscular contraction.-i\ew method for 
measuring the thermal sensibility. by M '.\f. Ed. Toulouse and 
W. \'aschide. To eliminate the disturbing effects of contact 
sensations the authors use drops of water heated to known tem
peratures, and weighing only o· 1 gram, which are allowed to 
fall on to the skin from a height of I cm. -Action of a con
tinuous current upon the respiration of muscle, by 111. Th. 
< ;uilloz. On the solar halo of January 11, 1900, by \f. I' Abbe 
'lfaze. 

t E. Ray Lankester, F. R.S. 

DIARY OF SOCIETIES. 
THURS!)A v. Fi,;BHCAHV I. 

Rt)VAL SOCIETY, at 4.30.-A Case of Mnnuchromatic Vi,ion: Sir \V. 
. .\bney, F R.S.-Thermal Radiation in Ab,olutc: Mea!->ure: Dr. 
Bottomley, F. R.S., and l)r. Be;--~uic .. - Electrical Conductivity in (;ases 
tra\'ersed by Cathode Rays : Dr. McLcnnan.-Resean:hes on ::\lodt>rn 
F:xplosivt:s: \\r. Macn:1.b and A. Ristori.-On the ldluenn: of the 
Temperature of Liql'.id Air on Bacttria: I>r. A· Mac.fadyen. 

R.ovAt. I NST1·ruT10N, at 3 -') he Senses ol Primnive ~Ian: l>r. \V. H. R. 
Rivers. 

LINNF.AN SoctETY. at 8.-On Botanic. Xomendaturc: C. B. Clarke, 
F.R.S. -On the: Zoolo~;cal Re:--ult.; of an Expedition to Mount Roraima. 
in British Guiana, undc:rtaken by \1e ... sr.;. F. V. ~kC:onnell an<l J. J. 
Quelch: Prof. E. Ray Lankestcr. F R.S. 

(:Hs:J.tlCAL SOCIY.TV. at d -The Chlorine Derivatives of Pyridine. 
Part V Synthesis of a.a.'-Did1\nro;,-yridine. Cou-titution of Citrazinic 
Acid: W. J. Sell and i-·. \V. Doot:-on.-The Formation of Hetaocyclic 
Compounds: S. Ruhema11n and H. E. St'lpleton.-The Space Confii.:ura
tion of Quadrivalent Sulphur Derivative~: ~Iethyl Etbvl Thetine Dextro
camphorsulphonate, an_d Dextrobrumocampho_:sulphonate: \V. J. Pope 
and S. J. Peachey.-Nttroc.:unphanc: ~1. 0. for~ter. 

R0sTGF.N Soc1t:TY. at 8.-Riintgen Rays 1n Dh-easesof the Chest: Dr. 
Hugh Walsham.-.Mr. A. HastinJ,!S Stewart will show a small Egyptian 
Mummy and Skiagrams of the ~ame. 

FR/f)A). }'1::111<UARV 2. 

RovAL INSTITUTION. at g.-\\'ireless Telegraphy: G Marconi. 
,~&1>LOGtSTS 1 AssocrATtos, at 7.30.--The President, J. J. H. Tea.11, 

F.R.S .. will deliver an .\<lJress on the ~atural lliswry of Phosphatic 
Dt:pos1ts. 
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ZllOLOG ICAL SoCIETV, at 8.30.-Notes on the Transformations of some 
Sout.~ African I.e::pldoptera: Colonel J. M. Fawcett.-On Mammals 
obtained in South-Western Arabia br :\lessrs. Percival and l>o<l~on: 
Oltlfid<l Thom.1s.-On a Small Collection of Ot:capo<l Crustaceans from 
Freshwaters in North Borneo: L.·A. Horradaile. 

INSTl1TTION ofo· l;1vr1. 1<>:c;1:--;Efo.:Rs, at 8.-Moving I.oa<ls on Railway 
e,~<lerbridges: W. li. 1-'arr.-Note on the Floor System of Girder 
Bmiges : C. F. Findlay. 

W.EDNESDA Y, Fi,;BHCAHY 7. 
GF.ol.OGJCAL SocIETV, at 8.-l~ala l :1~c mid the Rivt'r Syshm of :Kortli 

\\'ates: Philip Lake. -Foran1inifera from an epper Cambrian Horizon 
in the .\lalverns: Frederick Chapman. 

SocrETV or· Puuuc A~AJ.YSTS, at 8.-Nok on the ~eparation of Oleic 
Acid from other Fatty Acids: Ur. J. Lewkowitsd1.--Analysis of ;t 
Sample of ''Treacle" an<l or' a Sample of So-called "Golden Syrup" : 
C. G. Matthews and A. Hye.le P.trker.-1 he Determination of Carbon 
an<l Sulphur in Sted: Bertram lilount.-Notc on Sour Milk: H, IJroop 
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